Abstract
Introduction
Slang is a common sociolinguistic feature found in every speech community. In the past, it was viewed as informal and associated with the less privileged and with persons of a low or disreputable character (cf. Bussman, 1996; Crystal, 1997; Johnson and Shirley, 2005; McGregor, 2009 ). According to Johnson and Shirley (2005) , slang can be described as "informal, nonstandard words or phrases (lexical innovations) which tend to originate in subcultures within a society". For Crystal (1997:53) , it is "A colloquial departure from standard usage; it is often imaginative, vivid, and ingenious in its construction -so much so that it has been called the 'plain man's poetry'."
Presently, slang has taken another form. Slang expressions could add new meanings to existing words, thereby, enriching the lexicon of any given language (cf. Jowitt, 1991) . Harris (1994) defines slang expressions as "Terms that are made up or are given new definitions [by a social group] in order to make the terms novel or conventional [such that people outside the social group are excluded from the group's discussions]". No wonder Winkler (2007: 142) says, "Slang often originates in a particular group and then may spread out to parts of the general population…Some slang words even become part and parcel of the common lexicon and may no longer be considered slang…" Onitsha is located in Anambra State, and it is one of the major commercial cities which attracts the presence of people from various cultures across Nigeria, including Igbo speakers with different dialects. Igbo is the mothertongue and the dominant language of the people of Anambra State. However, Otu-Onitsha dialect is spoken predominantly by the non-indigenes of Onitsha. The title, Otu-Onitsha, is based on the heterogeneity that is implicit in it. 'Otu' is the name of the main Onitsha market which accommodates people from other dialect and areas of Igbo (Ikekeonwu, 1987:186) . This particular study is basically on the use of slang by Otu-Onitsha speech community. It should be noted that some of the Igbo slang expressions in use in this speech community are gradually penetrating into Enu-Onitsha speech community. Enu-Onitsha is the abode of the indigenes of Onitsha, and the place accommodates people from different dialect areas.
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Methodology
The primary data were collected through tape-recording the speeches of different inhabitants of Otu-Onitsha. The tape-recordings were done in different places, such as the Onitsha main-market, motor parks, garages, mechanic workshops, bars/beer parlours, eateries, canteens, cafeterias, restuarants, shopping places, especially meat-preparing centres. Other pieces of information were collected through one-on-one contact with people. Normally, the informants were not aware of the tape-recordings. This facilitated the reliability of the data collected. 
Igbo
E) Social Relations
The expressions that fall within this sub-heading are basically those pertaining to physical appearance, romance and sexually related issues or love-making themes. They are:
gbado nwaanyị "toasting, trying to convince or talking to a woman" Try to gain a lady's love for friendship only okpu nnabuenyị "nnabuenyi's cap" Condom ịchawa anya To smoke cigarette/Indian hemp, weed, marijuana, and drink alcohol at the same time kwaa "push" Eat (food) , cited in Crystal (1997:53) , that enrichment of language is one of the basic uses of slang, we are convinced that most of the slang expressions operating in Otu-Onitsha would go a long way in the enrichment of the Igbo language, especially the Standard Igbo. Our investigation reveals that some of these slang expressions in Otu-Onitsha have slipped into Enu-Onitsha where a few of them are now used as ordinary words of the speech community.
G) Miscellaneous
Moreover, as we have seen above that some dialectal words, for example, "owu ite" (no money, hardship, poverty) (Ezza dialect) are employed as slang expressions with meaning modifications in Otu-Onitsha, the slang expressions could, conversely, permeate the different Igbo dialects, and with time, lose their status as slang expressions in line with Winkler's (2007) assertion. Since slang is used to enrich a language, the Igbo slang in Otu-
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Onitsha will enrich the Igbo language. It is pertinent, at this point, to assert that the expressions that are discussed in this chapter will spread over all other dialect areas of Igbo because people from various Igbo speech communities converge on Otu-Onitsha. They use the slang in their day-today activities. When they return to their different dialect areas or community, they will continue the use of Otu-Onitsha Igbo slang, thereby, enriching the Igbo language.
